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KENYON STUDENTS!
Patronize those who
Advertise in
N THE COLLEGIAN.
ML
DR. P. B.
and Dealer in Musical Instruments, including
(Buitars, Banjos, 21Tanooltns,
Strings for the above instruments always in stock.
115 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, O.
Ciuo. R. Bakkr. C. Wilson Baij,
GEO. R. BAKER & SON,
PHARMACISTS,
205 South Main St. Sign BIG HAND,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Fine perfumes anc Toilet Art-
icles, Artists' Materials, Fine
Stationery and Station-
ers' Supplies,
DO.MESTICand imported cigars
Engraved Cards and Invitation;
Furnished on Short Notice.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
For FINE FURNISHING GOODS and HATS, Call at
131 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, 0.,
Where you will find u carefully selected stock, especially adapted tu
the College trade.
SPECIALTIES
MILLER HATS,
UNDERWEAR,
XECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
COLLEGE CAPS,
HANDKERCHIEFS,
HOSIERY,
SHIRTS,
COLLARS and CUFFS, UMBRELLAS, Etc., Etc.
Mail Orders Promjrtly Attended To.
C. H. & W. B. GRANT,
Hatters and Haberdashers.
The Patronage of the Students of Kenyon Solicited.
THE COLLEGIAN.
Fine Clothing,
Hats M Haberdashery
CHOICE AND COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT.
Shirts, Underwear,
Canes, Handkerchiefs,
Neckwear, Hosiery,
Umbrellas, Collars,
Suspenders, Cuffs,
Mackintoshes,
Bicycle and Tennis Wear,
Full Dress Suits and Vests.
NEWEST AND LATEST
NEW YORK AND ENGLISH
NOVELTIES.
STADLER,
S. W. Cor. Public Square
and Main Street,
MT. VERNON, O.
A. WINELAXT),
SHAVING PARLORS
13 Main St., Mt. VERNON, O.,
Respectfully solicit the patronage of students
when in need of anything in the
Tonsorial Art Line.
RiniAiu) West,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
No. 4 Kremlin Block, MT. VERNON, O.
G. L. SINGER,
' TAILOR,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
i
IF YOU WANT
A FIRST CLASS RIG
GO TO
F. H. SMITH'S
New Livery Stable.
EVERYTHING NEW AND FIRST-CLAS- S.
HACKS TO ALL TRAINS.
F. H. SMITH,
Chase Avenue, GAMBIER.
The Chair for You.
Ask Your Dealer for the
DELAWARE, 0.,
DOUBLE CANE CHAIRS
And ROCKERS.
THEY ARE SOLD FROM OCEAN
TO OCEAN.
If you want a Chair for the Library, Sitting
Room, Lawn, or Office, that is strong, right in
the seat, right in the back, right everywhere,
ask your dealer for the Delaware Chair. All
not so branded are imitations.
DELAWARE CHAIR CO.,
DELAWARE, OHIO.
Catalogues to the Trade.
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L. P. HOLBROOK, D. D. S.,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
J, S. RINGWALT & CO.
DEALERS IN
CARPETS, RUGS, CURTAINS, POLES,
Fancy Table Covers, Scarfs,
Also Complete Line of Upholstery Goods.
DR. E. J. HYATT,
DEALER IN
DRUGS, MEDICINES,
Toilet Articles,
Perfumes,
Fine Cigars,
Etc., Etc.
Chase Avenue, GAM BIER, OHIO.
a
BEiyr & T3TT3srnsr,
MT. VERNON, O.
WllOl.rSAT.R AND UETAT. MKALKUS iN
CHINA, GLASSWARE, LAMPS,
GAS FIXTURES, WALL PAPER,
Paints, Oils and Varnishes, Painters' Supplies,
Special attention given Contracts for Painting and Deco-
rative Paper Hanging.
S. R. DOOLITTLE,
GAMBIER, OHIO,
DEALER IN
Dry Goods, Groceries,
Motions, Hardware, Etc.
CURTIS HOUSE
CAXDY AXD FRUIT STOli
18 THE FLACE TO BUY
FRESH CANDIES,
California Fruits and Nuts of All Kinds.
J. JACOBS,
Boots and Shoe1
Ready-mad- e and to Order.
REPAIRING NEATLY AND PROMPTLY
ATTENDED TO.
ALONZO JACOBS,
CHASE AVENUE, GAMBIER, 0H1C
II. C. WRICHT,
GAMBIER, OHIO,
Keeps a Fall Line of Students' Snppl
AT THE LOWEST KATES.
Fruits and Candies
ALWAYS FRESH.
CHAS. STANTON,
TSZT BARBEE
ONE DOOR WEST OF THE KENYON HOUSE,
Has refitted his Shop and now has Two Chairs
EVERYTHING NEAT AND CLEAN.
Ladies' and Children's Bangs Cut, either in tit
Shop or at Home. Give him a call.
PONDEHTS
WRITING
wiiir ii it n i'i if i r-- w
FOR
r-- ' lOYAL PEN A
FOR
ENGROSSING ansularpen'
111 i liiiimvanu
THE COLLEGIAN.
SPEUCEE1IAU
STEEL PENS
ARE THE BEST
EXPERT WRITERS no. i
FOR
, , 1 'COUNTING HOUSfc jNO. t
rj.l i;rT ?,c5 f.frl 'i"l"im
FOR
ZSPINCE RIAK..
, i lonfiMKTDrTil. Hn
No. 35
No. 36
Solo by STATIONERS everywhere.
Samples FREE on receipt of return postage, a cents.
SPENCERIAN PEN CO..8"810 BROADWAY,EW YORK.
WILL ADVERTISE "THE KLIP"
nXT!
(The Best Binder)
In any good paper that will
take pay in Klips.
Sample Dozen 75 cents.
Send for Price List.
Adopted by Yale and Harvard, and U. S. Gov't.
Address H. H. BALLARO, 73. Pittsfield, Mass.
JOSEPH GILLOTT'S
STEEL PENS
IX EXTRA FINE, FINE AND BROAD POINTS
TO SUIT ALL HANDS.
THE MOST PEKFECT OF PENS.
xT
e$ ,p O. K. Stkam Lauxdky,
C--
sa " LEK' l"'''"'
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
H. C. Wrioht, Agent, (Jambier, O
DIXON'S
PENCILS V
iii
If you want to save time and
patience, and work with ease and
comfort, use only
DIXON'S 2 PENCILS
The leads are smooth and tough,
and do not crumble or smut.
THE DIXON CO.,
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
I
! EVERY
Family
studentSchool X
Library
Every Person who Reads or Writes
X SHOULD OWN
THE NEW WEBSTER
w :
WEBSTER'S
I INTERNATIONAL
V DICTIONARY
A NEW BOOK FROM COVER TO COVER,
Successor of the "UNABRIDGED,"
Fully Abreast of the Times.
Ten vears snent in revising. 100 editors em- -
ployed, over $300,000 expended.
Sold by all Booksellers.
. ... .G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.
flj-D- o not buy reprints of obsolete editions.
44Send for free pamphlet containing Bpec- -
men napes, testimonials, and full Darticulars. ?
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Valcolm lVclJ)onalel,
5asl?ionaBle Xattcr
OXFORD CAPS AT REDUCED FQR THE LATEST STYLES IN HATS CALL ON ME.
RATES TO STUDENTS. EXCLUSIVE STYLES NOT TO BE FOUND ELSEWHERE
67 S. HIGH ST., OPP. STATE HOUSE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
College Calendar.
TRINITY TERM.
June 25 Sunday Baccalaureate Sermon.
27 Tuesday Examinations for Admission.
28 Wednesday Meeting of Alumni.
29 Thursday Commencement.
29 Thursday Meeting of Trustees.
'893. CHRISTMAS TERM.
Sept. 12 Tuesday Examinations for Admission.
13 Wednesday Term opens at 5 o'clock P. M.
20 Wednesday Preparatory School opens.
Oct. 5 Thursday Theological School opens.
Nov. 1 All Saints Day Founders' Day.
29 Thursday Thanksgiving.
Dec. 20 Wednesday Terra Examinations begin.
'894. EASTER TERM.
Jan. 10 Wednesday Term opens at 5 o'clock P. M.
Feb. 8 Thursday Ash Wednesday.
22 Thursday Washington's Birthday.
23 Friday Good Friday.
25 Sunday Easter.
Mar. 28 Wednesday Term Examinations begin.
DO YOU WANT A BICYCLE?
EXAMINE THE
Sold by
" Cleveland'
THE GAMBIER BICYCLE AGENCY.
WHEELMEN'S SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
ffpfy Hertyon fjfolfegian.
Devoted to the interests of Kenyan College.
v, XX. . Gambier, Ohio, September, 1893. No,
editors:
Clay V. Sanford, '94, - - - Editor-in-Chie- f
Frkd J. Doolittle, 94, - - Business Manager
ASSOCIATE editors:
Arthur Dumper, '95, Geo. P. Atwater, '95,
Alfred L. M. Gottschalk, '95,
Charles C. Wright '96,
Herbert A. Barber, '96, - AssH Business Mgr.
correspondents:
Allan Napier, '62 New York
Clifford A. Neff, '88 Cleveland
Ralph S. Holbrook, '87 Toledo
Henry G. Perry, '53 Chicago
Huhh Sterling, '87 St. Louis
Roi.lin B. Hubbard, '91 San Francisco
All communications, contributions, and other
matter for publication, should be sent to Clay
V. Sanford.
Business letters should be addressed, and all
bills made payable to F. J. Doolittle.
All subscriptions continued until notice of
discontinuance is received, and all arrearages
paid.
Communications and contributions solicited
from every one connected with Kenyon College,
and especially from the alumni.
The Editor-in-Chi- ef is personally responsible
for everything that enters into the columns of
this paper.
TERMS $1.00 PER YEAR (IF PAID IN ADVANCE ).
EDITORIALS.
The news column of this number of
The (!or,LKGiAN makes the announcement
that the college reading room is to be
opened to students on Sunday afternoons.
This is indeed a great improvement on
the old order of things, and it is a change
we have always striven for. Sunday after- -
. 4.
noon is just the time when the student
cares to read, and he will not be slow to
take advantage of the new privilege
offered him. The reading room is prac-
tically of no use in the morning, for
everybody is occupied during that hour.
The time is limited to those having recita-
tions in the afternoon. Members of the
musical clubs and athletic teams have
no access to the library at all, excepting
two very short hours on Saturday evening.
Sunday afternoons have been devoted
principally to nothing heretofore, and the
Collegian congratulates the authorities
on having made a change that will be
appreciated by all.
We are going to harp again on an old
subject. It is to be the same old story of
the driveway in front of Ilosse Hall and
the President's house. Time and again
this old standby has served to fill up our
columns, but this time our object in using
it is different. Why in the world can't
this drive be closed, and the real drive
the one in the rear of Ascension Hall
be used as it once was. Carriages, c,abs,
furniture and wood wagons, conveyances
of all kinds come down through the park
and drive across our campus as though it
were graveled for their special use. This
way is even selected to reach our athletic
field by crowds of visitors on days of con-
tests. Some even select the middle path.
Our lawn is cut up all the year round by
wagon tracks. This driveway is the only
blemish on our beautiful park, a park that
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would be appreciated at any place in the
world, possibly excepting Gambier. Now,
this muddy old eyesore has existed far
too long (muddy, indeed, during three
seasons of the year), and we ask again
that it be closed. We have two other
entrances. That should be sufficient.
The Collegian has been burdened for
sometime past with communications more
or less unfit for publication, which raise
not a little objection to the fact that
students must, carry their own fuel or hire
a substitute. It seems to be the universal
opinion that we are now paying a
sufficiently high price for wood to have it.
delivered to our rooms. Two years ago it
was delivered, and then it was not neces-
sary to add to our expense of twelve
dollars a term for bare fuel an extra eight
or ten dollars to have it carried up. In
the Trinity term we are each required to
pay six dollars, while the whole college
does not use a cord of wood after Easter.
The janitors were allowed to stop deliver-
ing it because their force was at that time
cut down, and they claimed that they did
not have time for the work. However,
they could find time, if they were threat-
ened with an additional eight dollars.
Now, that the force of janitors has been
filled once more, why is it that we still
must do our own work?
The Executive Committee of the Ath-
letic Association has decided to charge
admission to the foot ball games this
season. They have adopted a scheme
which, for the time being, will be service-
able, but it cannot exist permanently.
This reminds us that we must have a
permanent means of raising funds to sup-
port our teams other than that of appeal-
ing to the college spirit and pocket-book- s
of our students. We must have enclose
grounds or something that in time wil;
get us enclosed grounds. The matter ha.
been much talked of, but talk fails ,
furnish the money. Many of us thin,
that a stock company could be formed
shares being sold at live dollars each. ,,
soon as the fence has paid for itself j;
would do that in a short time these
shares are lobe rebought by the Athletic
Association at the same price, thus lea-
ving the fence as a gift to the association.
It would be much easier to collect twenty,
five or fifty cents from each spectator at
the gate than to ask our college-spirite- d
students to contribute from five to fifteen
dollars, while others, just as able to a Hon:
the same amount, are content to see one
dollar after their names on the subsrrii
tion list.
Another suggestion offered was tint 01
erecting a grand stand. Some believe
that a grand stand would, in time, pay for
itself and enclose our grounds, for the
faculty of selecting a good seat is a stron;
characteristic of our spectators. This
would be especially true during the base
ball season, but nothing short of a miracle
could select a Kenyon crowd that would
be content to witness a foot ball game
from a grand stand. Still, this is a good
plan, after all. Something ought to be
done and it should be done right away.
We should be pleased to publish contr-
ibutions on this subject.
COLLEGE GOSSIP.
No one knew who could have venturned
To lay this small scandal quite bare;
Perhaps 'twas the bells that had babbled;
Perhaps some bird of the air.
A Junior "irst told it a sighing;
'Twas whispered he'd heard it from Jess;
Everyone swore Jess was lying,
But the story run on, nevertheless.
It was old when it came to my knowledge,
And it may not be truth that I write;
But 'tis said by the boys around College,
The moon was full, iast night!
A. S. 0. K.
THE COLLEGIAN.
THE LEGEND OF SIR MORDAUNT.
,ml in Hint tyrae many Knightcs of Arthures
TiMe Roundc did go upon this gueste for the Graile,
And ninny were tempted ; and manye fell.
Old Chronicle.
' Full many a knight," old Merlin cried,
" Has laughed at my behest,
And riding forth, as now you ride,
Forgot his sacred guest.
For many loiter by the way
To catch some maiden's eye"
But nothing did Sir Mordaunt say,
And, laughingly, rode by.
Sir Mordaunt never found the Grail,
And, ere the year was o'er,
Old Merlin saw him, shrunk and pale,
Beside his castle door.
" I heard," the sage exclaimed in wrath,
" How thou has wrecked thy life;
Departing from fair glory's path
To bring thee back a wife! "
" Yes," said Sir Mordaunt, " I did fail,
But now I rue my error;
I went to seek the Holy Grail,
And found a Holy Terror!"
Alp. O'Mega.
THE IDEAL COLLEGE STUDENT
FOLEY PRIZE ORATION.
Emerson says that we must aim above
(he mark in order to hit the mark. It is
not therefore foolish and visionary for
every man as he pursues his college course
to have continually before him a clear and
vivid picture of the ideal student. It is
true this ideal will vary with the men who
entertain it; but somewhere in nature
there is the conception of a perfect stu-
dent, and it is toward the realization of
this ideal that every honest man is bound
to struggle.
It is at the most plastic period of life
that the student enters upon the pursuit
of that higher knowledge and attainment
51
which is the inspiration of college life,
and that this inspiration may have free
and uninterrupted access to the inner life
of the student, wisdom would prompt the
laying aside of all preconceived pre-
judices that might serve to keep him out
of harmony with his environment and the
true college spirit. Only so is he in a
proper condition to receive and appreciate
that which the college offers a liberal
education.
Whether or not the student has already
decided upon his life work, it will be con-
ducive to a broader development if he
partially forego it during his college
course, for the college course is designed
for general, rather than special training.
Furthermore, the added experience of col-
lege training will, in a degree, test the
wisdom of the student whose choice is
already made; it will help to direct the
decision of the college man who is yet
undecided as to his aim in life; for one
must ever bear in mind that he exists for
a purpose and that it is his chief duty to
ascertain what that purpose may be.
The most successful student life, will be
one of concentrated energies, utilized in
the search for knowledge. Happy this
life if the search be stimulated by enthu-
siasm, by a love of knowledge for its own
sake. Perseverance and inspiration will
keep the student from degenerating into
the laggard or the drudge. Aiming at
something higher, more than the achieve-
ment of a day, working for eternity and
not for time, and realizing that knowledge
emanates from common sources and is
common property, the true student will
not bury himself beneath the drudgery of
his daily task ; but will himself delve
down into the original sources of knowl-
edge, will ramsack libraries, sift the con-
versation of those about him, observe
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nature and her laws, and above all will he
explore the hidden recesses of his own
mind.
One of our greatest American writers
has said that books are written not merely
to instruct, but rather to inspire. In this
the appeal is especially to the college
student, who is so prone to doubt the
capacity of his own mind afraid to be
original. Our thoughts may not be very
profound; indeed, they may be very com-
monplace, and the most elegant covering
of words may not serve to conceal the
thread-bar- e patches beneath ; but these
thoughts are yet our own and as such we
should not be ashamed of them. There
is encouragement for us in the fact that
the efforts of young men are attracting
more attention to day than ever before.
But how necessary then that the student
should be courageous and self-confiden- t;
Nature is a unit, not a fragment. The
imperfectly developed man is an abomina-
tion, a monstrosity. Body, intellect, and
soul were designed to grow together and
in harmony. The sentiment of the ages
insists on physical culture as a necessary
accomplishment of intellectual growth.
The Hebrew teaches his son that too
" much study is a weariness of the llesh."
The Greek conception of beauty in all its
phases has been the admiration of every
nation and age. The Roman contend for
" a sound mind in a sound body." We of
to-da- y combine the Greek and Roman
ideas, and strive for physical culture to
insure personal attractiveness and vigor
of intellect. To the accomplishment of
this end the present tendency of athletics
is very hopeful, and he will be a narrow
student, indeed, who disregards opportu-
nities so easily available. Rigorous train-
ing on the foot ball field, violent exercise
in the gymnasium, are possibly not essen
tial to good health; but regular, temper
ate habits and moderate exercise are the
essentials of a vigorous intellectual devel
opment.
In the struggle toward intellectual and
physical perfection, social culture must
not be neglected. Silent and continued
communion with the master minds of the
ancient world will necessarily fill the
student with thoughts far removed from
the present. To him, then, society has
that to give which no books can impart,
present day sympathies; sympathies that
will enable him to feel and appreciate the
cares and joys of those about him. The
intellectual hermit becomes more and
more discountenanced as we recede from
the monastic age. The successful man
of the present day must not only be wise,
but practical and helpful to others.
To society is reserved much of the
development of that which is noblest in
man, his character. Upon this all else in
life depends. Brilliancy of intellect,
physical strength, social accomplishment,
these are in themselves powers; but if
not dominated by character, they may be
powers for evil. We speak of the ma-
gnetism of a man; it is but another term
for the unity of the man, the perfect
equilibrium and harmony existing among
all his forces, physical, intellectual, social
and moral the unison in action of all
powers working toward the symmetry of
a well developed man.
The ideal college student, then, will
keep constantly before him, as the goal of
his ambitions, the stature and fullness of
the perfect man. Ever seeking to develop
the higher parts of his being, and subo-
rdinating the lower, he will strive to
become all that he is by nature and
endowment capable of becoming.
A. D.
JOSEPH ADDISON.
THE COLLEGIAN.
Joseph Addison, eldest son of Lancelot
Addison, a man of some attainments, and,
at one time, Dean of Litcdiiield, was born
the 1st of May, 1(572. His early educat-
ion was received at the celebrated school
of Dr. Ellis the Charter House where
the foundation of his classical taste was
laid. Through the iulluence of Dr. Lan-
caster, whose attention had been attracted
to Addison by the excellence of his Latin
verse, he obtained a demyship at Magdal-
en College, Oxford, in 1G93. Five years
later he was elected Fellow. During all
the years spent by him at Magdalen, his
reputation for ability and learning stood
high; his knowledge of the Latin poets
in particular was exact and profound,
although he was singularly deficient in
Latin prose and in Greek. His chief
occupation seems to have been the com-
position of Latin verse, in which art he
attained unto a high degree of proficiency.
Even in his extended trip abroad, made
soon after his graduation, for the purpose
of familiarizing himself with foreign peo-
ple and languages, and to equip himself
for a political life at home, his beloved
poets went with him. He had read them
before setting out; he recited their verses
in the places he mentions. "I must conf-
ess, it was not one of the least entertain-
ments that I met with in traveling to
examine these several descriptions, as it
were, upon the spot, and to compare the
natural face of the country with the
landscapes that the poets have given us of
it." It was during these travels, which
included all the principal European coun-
tries, that he wrote his Dialogue on
Medals, The Epistle from Italy, and the
first four acts of Cato. The death of his
father, together with pecuniary embar
53
rassments, brought him back to England
in the autumn of 1703.
Addison was now in the very depth of
fallen fortunes. His party out of power,
he was forced to live no better than did
the poorest inhabitant of Grub Street.
After a lapse of three years, however, he
was again shown preferment by promo-
tion to the post of Under-Secretar- y of
State. From this point he rose rapidly in
political distinction, occupying one posi-
tion after another until his final retire-
ment from political life.
In 1709, a friend of Addison's. Sir Rich-
ard Steele, a man whose fertility of
invention and deep humor eminently
fitted him for the enterprise, conceived
the idea of founding a periodical or news-
paper to contain news concerning politics
and foreign affairs, together with a poem
by some author of renown, or a criticism
on the latest drama. He carried out his
idea in a paper called the Tatler, " a
name invented in honor of the fair sex
for whose entertainment it was largely
designed." In spite of the efforts of the
originator to keep himself unknown, Ad-
dison, who was at that time filling the
lucrative position of Secretary to the
Lieutenant-Governo- r of Ireland, discov-
ered, on the perusal of the fifth number,
the hand of his friend, and immediately
oll'ered his assistance, which was accepted.
Addison's first article is No. 18, wherein
is displayed his inimitable faculty for
ridiculing a man when apparently com-
mending him. Steele was quick to recog-
nize (he superiority of Addison's style,
and the original plan of the Tatler was
altered by the discontinuance of the news
articles, to accommodate itself to this
style. But this concession to Addison
does not warrant the assumption that
Steele's part in the Tatler is of less
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importance than Addison's. Steele con-
tributed 188 papers, Addison 42, and it
cannot be affirmed justly that the quality
of Addison's essays more than compen-
sates for the combined quantity and
quality of Steele's. Steele originated
many ideas which Addison carried to
their full development. For some un-
known reason the Taller ceased to appear
after the 1st of January, 1711.
The English people, however, were not
destined to lose the benefit of the abilities
of Addison and Steele, for about three
months later, confident of their own
resources, they began to publish the
famous Spectator. The Spectator was the
only one of the three periodicals to which
he largely contributed that was entirely
planned by Addison, lie plainly states
his intention. " The great and only end
of these speculations is to banish vice and
ignorance out of Great Britain. I
shall endeavor to enliven morality with
wit and to temper wit with morality."
"Having thus taken my resolutions to
march on boldly in the cause of virtue
and good sense, and to annoy their adver-
saries in whatever degree or rank of men
they may be found, I shall be deaf for the
future to all remonstrances that shall be
made to me on this account. If Punch
grows extravagant, I shall reprimand him
freely; if the stage becomes a nursery of
folly and impertinence, I shall not fail to
animadvert upon it. In short, if I meet
with anything in city, court, or country
that shocks modesty or good manners, I
shall use my utmost endeavor to make an
example of it. I must, however, entreat
every particular person who does me the
honor to be a reader of this paper, never
to think himself, or any one of his friends
or enemies, aimed at in what is said, for I
promise him never to draw a faulty char
acter which does not fit at least a thou,
sand people, or to publish a single paper
that is not written in the spirit of benevo-lenc-
e
and with a love of mankind." True
to his word, his papers are wholly moral,
consisting of advice, reprimands, rellet
tion on Ood, the future life. In the
description of a walk through Westmin.
ster Abbey are most beautifully expressed
his thoughts concerning the transitoriness
and vanity of this life, and the expecta-
tion of final judgment. "When I lookup
on the tombs of the great, every emotion oi
envy dies in me; when I read the epi
taphs of the beautiful, every inordinate
desire goes out ; when I meet with the
grief of parents upon a tomb-stone- , my
heart melts with compassion; when I see
the tomb of the parents themselves, 1
consider the vanity of grieving for those
whom we must quickly follow; when I
see kings lying by those who deposed
them, when I consider rival wits placed
side by side, or the holy men that divided
the world by their contests and disputes.
I reflect with sorrow and astonishment
on the little competitions, factions, and
debates of mankind. When I read the
several dates of the tombs, of some that
died yesterday and some six hundred
years ago, I consider that great day when
we shall all of us be contemporaries and
make our appearance together."
By far the most interesting character
which makes its appearance in the Spec-talor- ,
is Sir Roger de Coverly, "a gentl-
eman very singular in his behavior, but Lis
singularities proceed from his good sense.-an- d
are contradictions to the world only
as he thinks the world is wrong. It
is said he keeps himself a bachelor by
reason he was crossed in love by a per
verse beautiful widow of the next county
to him. He is now in his fifty-si.xt- li
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year, cheerful, gay, and hearty; keeps a
.rood house both in town and country; a
irreal lover of mankind; but there is such
a mirthful caste in his behavior that he is
nit her beloved than esteemed; his tenants
prow rich, his servants look satislied; all
the young women profess to love him, and
the young men are glad of his company;
when he comes into a house.-h- e calls the
servants by their names, and talks all the
way up stairs to a visit. I must not omit
that Sir Roger is a justice of the quorum;
that he tills the chair at a quarter-session- s
with great abilities, and three months ago
gained universal applause by explaining a
passage in the game act."
Sir Koger was entirely the invention of
Addison's own mind, and is, ol all the
characters of the Spectator, the favorite.
But it is doubtful whether Addison tilled
up his original delineation of this old
country gentleman, of whom he had
formed a delicate and discriminate idea.
The Spectator, after a career of wide-
spread influence and popularity, ceased
to be issued at the end of the year 1712.
Apart from t he beauty of the essays
which Addison contributed, as masterp-
ieces of English, the subject matter of
many of them is still valuable.
Cato, the greatest poetical work of Ad-
dison, was finished by the addition of a
last act to the four written in Italy, and
was ready for performance the i'.M) of
April, 1 71;?. Voltaire, who regards Shake-
speare no better than an inspired bar-
barian, praises it in highest terms. "The
first English writer who composed a regu-
lar tragedy and infused a spirit of" ele-
gance through every part ol' it, was," says
he, "the illustrious Mr. Addison. Ilis
Cato is a masterpiece, both with regard to
diction and the harmony and beauty of
the numbers:" Johnson pompously says
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of it. "The tragedy of Cato is unques-
tionably the noblest production of Addi-
son's genius. About things on which the
public thinks long, it commonly attains
to think right; and of Cato it has been
not unjustly determined that it is rather
a poem in dialogue than a drama rather
a succession of just sentiments in elegant
language than a representation of natural
affections, or of any state probable or pos-
sible in human life."
This criticism is very just. The move-
ment of the play is mechanical, and not
at all suited to arouse the feelings of the
readers. It is read with admiration
yes, with interest, but not with an expect-
ant interest. You take delight in the
beautiful lines as they move before your
eyes as a panorama, but it is the senti-
ments and the language, not the players,
that fascinate you. The play lacks the
essentials of a tragedy in that it fails to
arouse our pity or our hatred. The events
are expected without solicitude, and are
remembered without joy or sorrow. But
as the embodiment of lofty sentiments,
we must recognize the excellence of the
play. Thus a speech of Cato:
"Let not a torrent of impetuous zeal
Transport thee thus beyond the bounds of rea-
son ;
True fortitude is seen in great exploits
That justice warrants and that wisdom guides ;
All else is towering frenzy and distraction."
There are many tine descriptive pas-
sages in the play, the best of which is in a
dialogue respecting civilized and bar-
barian virtues :
"Believe me, prince, there's not an African
That traverses our vast Nuniidian deserts
In quest of prey, and lives upon his bow,
But better practices these boasted virtues.
Coarse are his meals, the fortune of the chase;
Amidst the running streams he slakes his thirst,
Toils all the day, and at th' approach of night
On the first friendly bank he throws him down,
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Or rests his head upon a rock till morn.
Then rises fresh, pursues his wonted game,
And if the following day he chances to find
A new repast, or an untasted spring,
Blesses his stars and thinks it luxury."
Cato, despite the opinion of Pope that
it would be read more favorably than
heard, was received with the greatest
enthusiasm. On the first presentation, the
audience consisted, not only of Whigs, of
whom Addison himself was one, but also
of Tories, and throughout the play the
applause was unanimous. The play ran
the unprecedented period of thirty-fiv- e
nights, and was afterwards translated into
French and Italian.
"Whoever wishes,-- ' says Johnson, "to
attain an English style, familiar but not
coarse, and elegant but not ostentatious,
must give his days and nights to the
volumes of Addison." But the lasting
impression left by Addison can not be the
result of mere elegance or refinement, but
must also be attributed to the extraordi-
nary merits of the man. Macaulay elo-
quently eulogizes him. "Such a mark of
national respect," he says, speaking of
the statue erected to Addison in West-
minster Abbey, "was due to the unsullied
statesman, to the accomplished scholar,
to the master of pure English eloquence,
to the consummate painter of life and
manners. It was due, above all, to the
great satirist who alone knew how to use
ridicule without abusing it ; who, without
inflicting a wound, eilected a great social
reform, and who reconciled wit and virtue
after a long and disastrous separation,
during which wit had been led astray by
profligacy and virtue by fanaticism."
To estimate Addison at his true value,
we must, indeed, regard him as the great
molder of public opinion in that age,
and the effector of social reforms. lie
made morality fashionable.
Addison was characterized by his intel I
ritv on1 llic nmlQclir Wn il
r . J " a tl f
admired by those who were of the san.l P
party as he, the Whigs, but by even hi
political opponents. Even Pope, his br
ter enemy, admitted that "Addison's eoi.
versation had somelhing in it niorJ r
nlmrmiiiff tlitm T 1ioti f.nrl n.-.- r I i
"h --t iitin. iwi.tiii,i hi any uu Kl
man." It was said of him that he migli'l s
w UWiJ IIKVVl IVlll llflVl lie n 13UCU. I .
the comparatively early age of fortv s
seven. His body, after lying in stale ii t
the Jerusalem chamber, was buried ;r t
night in Westminster Abbey. The ser t
vice was performed by Atterbury, an,; t
the scene is described by Tickell in ai i
almost inspired passage:
"Can I forget the dismal night that gave
My soul's best part forever to the grave?
How silent did his old companions tread,
By midnight lamps, the mansions of the dead.
Through breathing statues, then unhealed
things,
Through rows of warriors and through walk?
of kings !
What awe did the slow, solemn march inspire,
The pealing organ and the pausing choir;
The duties by the lawn robed prelate paid,
And the last words that dust to dust conveyed:
While speechless o'er the closing grave vt
bend,
Accept these tears, thou dear departed friend!
O, gone forever ! take this last adieu,
And sleep in peace next thy loved Montague.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
Thomas Carlyle was born at Eccle-fechan- ,
in Dumfriesshire, on the 24th of
December, 1705. His father was a village
mason, who had sprung from strong ami
turbulent borderers, and was respected
for his uprightness of character and indu-
strious habits. His mother was a woman
of deep insight into human nature, and to
her Thomas was very warmly attached.
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In his reminiscences this affection strongly
asserts itself in the beautiful and vivid
picture he gives of her, and his associat-
ions with her.
(Jarlyle was taught to read by his
mother and the village school-master- ; the
rudiments of Latin were imparted to him
bv the minister of his sect; then, after a
short attendance at the burgh school of
Annan, he went to the University of
Edinburgh. Mathematics was his favorite
study, and it was in his devotion to this
that he first injured his strong constitut-
ion. After leaving college he became a
teacher of mathematics, and once even
tried for the professorship of astronomy
in Glasgow, but without success. While
in college he read extensively in the
I'niversity Library, and all along he har-
bored in himself a strong ambition for
literary distinction.
In May, 1814, he left Edinburgh and
became, as we have said, a teacher of
mathematics in the school of Annan.
After two years of service here, he was
appointed teacher of mathematics and
classics in the burgh school of Kirkcaldy.
Here he remained for another two years,
which ended his period of teaching.
lie then went to Edinburgh and resumed
his reading in the University Library.
For three years he kept this up, reading
books of all kinds, working hard contin-
ually, and having a gloomy time of it
withal. In 1822 he became tutor to
t'liarles Buller, which relieved him from
a good deal of distasteful drudgery, and
enabled him to devote more time to liter-
ature.
In 1826 he married Miss Jane Welsh, a
remarkable woman, who despised com-
monplace suitors, and who chose Carlyle
for the talent that she perceived in him.
The marriage, however, was not a happy
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one for her, for Carlyle was naturally
gloomy, and was continually absorbed in
his literary efforts. He loved her fondly,
though, and when she died he believed
that the light of his life had quite gone .
out.
Two years after his marriage he moved
to Craigenputtoch, a small estate belong-
ing to his wife, situated not far from his
native village of Ecclefechan. After a
six-year-
's residence here, he went to
Chelsea, which is still' associated with his
name, the Seer of Chelsea being well
known to most of the English reading
public. It was during his residence here
that most of his master-work- s were pro-
duced. In 18(5(5 he was elected Lord
Rector by the students of the University
of Edinburgh. Soon after this his wife
died, and the rugged man mourned sin-
cerely for the one he had loved so well.
After this he wrote only an occasional
article on a subject of passing interest.
He died at Chelsea on the 5th of Feb-
ruary, 1881, after a long and active life of
eighty-fiv- e years.
The accomplishments of some men of
to-da- y are so varied that it is difficult to
assign them to their proper station among
men. Fortunately, we have no such diff-
iculty here, for our author, as he described
himself in his famous petition on the
copyright bill, was " a writer of books,"
and nothing else. This man, whose gos-
pel was silence and action, whose heroes
were Cromwell, Arkwright, and the "rug-
ged Brindley," who abhorred the reading
public, spent his life in talking and writ-
ing. With pride he beheld the bridge at
Auldgarth, which his mason father had
helped build a half century before, and
then exclaimed: "A noble craft, that of a
mason ; a good building will last longer
than most books than one book in a
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million." Thirty-fou- r volumes octavo is
the result of this life of devotion to liter-
ature.
Some are under the impression that
CarJyle was a passionate old man, ruled
by two or three extravagant ideas, to
which he was continually giving utter-
ance in equally extravagant language. No
thinking man can hold this opinion after
a careful perusal of his productions. In
his works will be found criticism, biogra-
phy, history, politics, poetry and religion.
Surely this is a variety which ought to
please the taste of all who may come to
partake of the banquet which his genius
has spread.
Between 1822 and 1830 Carlyle was
chiefly occupied in imparting to th Brit-
ish public a knowledge of German litera-
ture. The most important works ol this
period are a Life of Schiller; a translation
of "Goethe's Wilhelm Meister"; articles
on Goethe, Werner, Xovalis. and Richter,
and the Niebelungen Lied. About this
time also, he wrote three other very in-
teresting essays in which are to be found
the germs of all his later writings. These
are "Signs of The Times" (1829), "His-
tory" (1830), and "Characteristics" (1831).
The first of these is a complaint against
the mechanical spirit of the age. Every-
where he saw too great reliance upon ma-
chinery instead of among men. In reli-
gion he saw Bible societies as " machines
for converting the heathen." " In defect
of Raphaels, and Angelos and Mozarts
we have royal academies of painting,
sculpture, music.'' In this way he com
plains of all provinces of thought and
action.
In 1837, his "French Revolution" ap-
peared and secured for him the fame for
which he had sought so long. After this,
publishers no longer considered him a
fanatic, but let him deliver his message as
he would. In 1845 he published his
" Cromwell's Letters and Speeches," which
sold more rapidly than any of his previous
works. In 18G4, the "History of Fred
erick II," commonly called " Frederick
the Great," appeared. Preparation for
writing this had cost Carlyle fifteen years
of labor. His respect for Frederick II
had attracted him to the task, and yet lie
gives his readers to understand that Fred-eric- k
should command admiration, not for
his greatness, but for the reason that ''he
managed not to be a liar and a charlatan
as his century was."
"Sartor Resartus," his epoch making
book was a passionate commentary on
a world in which he found it so hard to
live in his own way. It was published
first as a series of articles in " Fraser's
Magazine''; afterwards, in 1838. it a-
ppeared in book form. It was not English,
said the reviewers; it was not sense, it
was disfigured by obscurity and " myst-
icism. " Still all had to acknowledge the
great beauty of many chapters and pas-
sages, rich with humor, eloquence, poetry,
deep-hearte- d tenderness, or passionate
scorn. The chapter on the 'Dandiacal
Body' is full of humor from beginning to
end. The following description of a duel,
taken from the second book, has also a
spice of humor in it :
"Two little visual spectra of men, ho-
vering with insecure enough cohesion in
the midst of the unfathomable, and to di-
ssolve therein, at any rate, very soon-m- ake
pause at the distance of twelve
paces asunder; whirl round; and simu-
ltaneously by the eunningist mechanism,
explode one another into dissolution ; and
off-han- d become air and non-extan- t!
Deuse on it, the little spitfires! May I
think with old Hugo von Trimberg: dud
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must needs laugh outright, could such a
thing be, to see his wondrous manikins
here below.'
" Hero Worship " is a series of six lec-
tures which were delivered before " a very
crowded, yet select audience," in London.
They were first published in book form in
S41. In these he shows how, in different
ages of the world, the truly great man has
been and is exalted into a hero or divinity,
and worshiped by the multitude. " Yes,11
he says, " from Norse Odin to English
Samuel Johnson, from the Divine Founder
of Christianity to the withered Pontiff of
Eneyclopedism, in all times and places,
the hero has been worshipped.11 " It is a
thing forever changing, this of hero wor-
ship; different in each age, dillicult to do
well in any age.11 li The hero as Divinity,
the hero as prophet, are productions of old
ages ; 1 but the hero as poet, priest, man of
letters, or king, is a thing of all ages.
Heroes are intrinsically of the same mater-
ial ; it is 'only our conception of them
that makes the difference.
Other articles worthy, the attention and
deep study of all cultured people have
sprung from his pen; but the length of
our paper will not permit our noticing
them. With reluctance we leave the rug-
ged old man who, in spite of his many
eccentricities, is worthy to rank as one of
his heroes; for, since Johnson died in
Fleet street, a better type of a man of let-
ters can not be found.
O. 8. A., '.)(.
THE TOWER OF LONDON.
Probably no edifice now standing can
oiler so fertile a field for the imagination
or for historical research as that ancient
and poetic pile, the Tower of London.
The tower in outline, as it appears now,
was begun by William the Conqueror,
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was finished by his immediate successors,
and has been beautified and enlarged dur-
ing almost every reign up to the present
time. But tradition ascribes toit a life
even longer; remains of a Roman wall
would also go to verify the story that
while the ancestors of William of Nor-
mandy were yet wild barbarians of the
Baltic, Julius Caesar was building a forti-
fication on the spot now partially occupied
by the present tower. Several of the
English poets have taken this view of its
antiquity. Gray says :
Ye towers of Julius, London's lasting shame,
By many a foul and midnight murder fed.
Fragments of a wall of great size and
strength, repaired or rebuilt by the Sax-
ons, have been excavated within the pre-
cincts of the tower. This, no doubt, is a
part of the stronghold mentioned by the
Saxon chroniclers, by means of which
King Alfred warded off from London the
destruction attending the periodic incur-
sions of the Danes.
IIow insignificant, whether in age or in
historic and poetic interest, does any
other of Europe's prisons and palaces
beconre in comparison with the Tower of
London! This palace of the Xorman
kings had looked upon more than two
hundred years of turbulent scenes before
the Kremlin of Moscow, the Doge's palace
in Venice, or the Seraglio of Mohammed
II. in Stamboul, were built.
One of the Conqueror's principal rea-
sons in constructing the tower was to
overawe those vexatious citizens of Lon-
don whose demonstrations of the fact that
they had minds and wills of their own
made them obnoxious to the early Nor-
man kings. Through many reigns subse-
quent to that of William's, when the right,
of the strongest was supreme, this strong-
hold, as the best fortified place in southern
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England, was the home of royalty, at in-
tervals, up to the reign of Henry the
Seventh. The ill-wi- ll which the commons
bore the rulers manifested itself also
against their palace ; for from behind
those strong walls a monarch of tyran-
nical character could with impunity com-
mit outrages in administering justice, and
could rule with a power as absolute as
that of a Sultan. How galling it must
have been to those liberty-lovin- g London-
ers to see this symbol of tyranny being
strengthened and
.
enlarged with money
extorted from them by the king's minis-
ters ! How many a story these time-wor- n
walls might tell of secret murder and gay
revelry, of funeral march and wedding
dance, clash of arms and chant of priests !
And these stories would not be merely of
romantic interest to us, but would ad'ord
us no mean conception of England's his-
tory, even from the Roman times to a
comparatively modern date; for they
would tell of kings whose jail, or palace,
this tower has been, of great statesmen,
brave soldiers, champions of the people,
wise scholars, prelates, poets men who
have made the literary and political his-
tory of England.
One's mind would be, indeed, prosaic
were his imagination not aroused by a
visit to the place where Anne Boleyn and
Katherine Howard, the ill-starr- ed wives
of Henry VIII., and Lady Jane Gray, the
" nine days queen," were beheaded; where
Raleigh wrote; where Queen, then Princ-
ess, Elizabeth was confined; where the
unfortunate troubador, Prince Charles of
Orleans, composed his songs. Some of
these memories are, indeed, blood stained,
yet a pleasurable emotion is awakened
even by a visit to the room where the
young King Edward V. and the Duke of
York were smothered or where Henry VI.
was murdered.
Here Archbishop Laud learned the full
significance of at least one supplication
in that prayer book which he had so zea-
lously crusaded, "Let the sorrowful sigh
of the prisoner come before thee." IIert.
Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley searched
the Scriptures together before. mectin
death at the stake; and here Crannier
struck a blow at the Reformation by r-
ecanting his Protestant principles.
After the defeat of her unprincipled
father in-la- w, the Duke of Northumber-
land, Lady Jane Grey fell into Queen
Mary's hands, and was imprisoned here.
But unlike Cranmer, she courageously
rendered futile all attempts to induce her
to embrace Catholicism, although such a
step might have liberated her. She was
beheaded on Tower Green, an unfortunate
and innocent tool of an ambitious man
The death of this gentle girl is not the
only one for which Queen Mary must
answer. The records of the Tower bear
witness that the appellation, " Bloody"
Mary, was only too well merited.
One of the greatest names with which
this historic Tower is associated is that of
Sir Walter Raleigh. Living in one of the
most prosperous eras of England's history,
he was in the first rank of those brilliant
geniuses who have made Elizabeth's reign
famous. Not only is Raleigh renowned
as a gallant soldier and sailor, but- - his u-
nfinished " History of the World " and
numerous treatises on political and
nautical subjects attest his abilities as a
scholar and writer. After his arrest on
alleged implication in the Arabella plot,
one can imagine how his proud sailor's
heart chafed at his close confinement in
the Tower. But instead of spending his
time in useless lamentations, he engaged
himself in scientific experiments and in
writing those productions by which he lias
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fo justly earned his fame. After twelve
Ion? years of imprisonment, he was be-
headed on Tower Hill, meeting death
like the true knight he was.
Here the infamous Judge Jeffreys
wasted away, tormented, perhaps, in his
last hours by the shades of many former
occupants whom he had condemned.
William Wallace, John Baliol, and
David Bruce, of Scotland; Prince Griffin,
of Wales; King John, of France; Al-
gernon Sidney, Sir Thomas More, and
Surrey, were one time prisoners within
the Tower.
Standing in any of these old cells,
towers, or halls, one is carried away from
this common-plac- e world to one of
romance. There swarm around him the
forms of many whom he has met on
history's pages; he sees the activity and
splendor of a regal court ; he hears the
blare of trumpets or roll of drums herald-in"- ;
a royal entry ; he sees the less noisy
passage of a state prisoner through
Traitor's Gate ; follows him to his cell
and later sees him led forth to meet death
on the block.
A study of this old edifice in which so
many of England's ablest, wisest and
bravest men were imprisoned, and often
beheaded, cannot fail to be of interest
and profit to the historical student ; for
whether as palace or state prison, the
Tower is inseparably connected with every
political change in the history of England.
A. S. 0. K.
A WORD TO THE WISE.
Let the careless pause; the thoughtful
reflect, and the wise take action. A
mighty edict is abroad, and threatens
dread things to come. There must be a
change. " The Literary Societies must
work, or the weekly rhetorical and the
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oration before the college shall certainly
return." Choice or compulsion ; use or
abuse; which shall it be?
Kenyon students generally appreciate
the freedom of choice granted them in
departments outside of the class-room- ;
but in one instance they have been for
some time most shamefully oblivious of
their privileges. Is it right that sixty
hours shall be devoted to foot ball prac-
tice in one term, and but ten hours to the
literary societies in a year? Of course,
if there is six times as much good to be
derived from foot ball in a term as there
is from the literary society in a year, then
the question is practically answered. No
one, however, who recognizes the real
purpose of the college education can be
satisfied with such a conclusion.
One of the literary societies has wisely
changed its meeting night so that it will
overcome many of the hinderances of a
year ago. What we propose now is not
less foot ball far from it but more real
and more enthusiastic work in the literary
halls. Beware, fellows! " Fuit Ilium"
our customs are passing away. An effort
will save this one. Observer.
OBERLIN vs. KENYON.
OBERLIN 6, KENYON 0
The opening game for both the Kenyon
and Oberlin foot, ball teams was played
on October 7 at Oberlin. The game was
exciting throughout, as the score indicates,
and the result hung in the balance until
the referee sounded his whistle for " time
up."
The game was called promptly at 2 p.
m., Kenyon with the ball, and Oberlin
with the slant of the field in her favor. A
running V gained ten yards for Kenyon,
but the next three plays lost the ball to
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Oberlin. For Oberlin, Regal gained 5
yards, and then Mot t fumbled, giving Saw-
yer a chance to fall on the ball. By a
series of backs by Brusie, Knnst and Doo-littl- e,
we carried the ball to Oberlin's 35
yard line, where it was lost in a scrim-
mage. On the second down Kell ran 20
yards, when he was downed by Brusie,
bringing the ball to the middle of the
field. Here Regal was compelled to punt
Doolittle, making a "heel in1' on Ken-yon'- s
25 yard line.
Kenyon, after gaining fifteen yards, was
forced to kick, Doolittle kicking the ball
outside near the middle of the field. Ober-
lin's ball. After short gains. Regal again
kicked to our fifteen yard line, where it
went out of bounds, Doolittle falling on
the ball. Kenyon now worked the ball
steadily up the field by short runs, until
we had reached the middle again, when
the ball was lost on four downs. After
gaining 20 yards by bucks, Regal punted,
the ball going behind the line for a kick
over.
Flay was resumed on the 25 yard line,
and ground was constantly gained by
Doolittle's bucks, and Brusie and Kunst's
runs through the ends and tackles, until
the ball was once more in Oberlin's terri-
tory. Kenyon finally lost the ball on
downs. After bucking the centre fruit-
lessly Oapt. Merriam sent Regal around
our left end. His sprinting abilities, and
the interference given him, enabled him
to prettily run sixty yards, and make a
touch down for Oberlin. Time, 37 min-
utes. Later, he kicked a goal. Score,
6 to 0.
Starting at the middle of the field, Ken-
yon gained 10 yards from the (lying V,
Byard taking the ball. This was quickly
followed by runs by Brusie and Kunst for
twenty yards. Bucks by the tackles and
by Doolittle carried the ball 12 yard-furthe- r,
when time was called, 13 yards
from Oberlin's goal.
The second half was by agreement lim
ited to thirty minutes, to enable the Ken
yon team to catch the train.
Oberlin started with a V, which was
broken after a gain of eight yards. How.
ever, she very soon lost the ball on downs.
Brusie twice rounded Oberlin's end for Li
and 10 yards, while Kunst, Doolittle, llaz-zard- ,
and Ilollenback carried the ball by
bucks to Oberlin's twenty-fiv- e yard line.
Here we lost the ball, and our best chance
of scoring, by an unfortunate decision of
Referee Millikan, which gave the ball to
Oberlin, when we had easily made our
necessary yards. Oberlin failed to gain,
but fumbling the ball on the fourth down,
and then falling on it, she was permitted
to retain it. Stephenson replaces Co-
wley. After a series of short bucks, and
one 20 yard run by Mott, Kenyon regained
the ball near the middle of the field. By
strong bucks by the backs the ball was
again carried to the fifteen yard line, when
tjme was called. It is noticeable that in
this half Oberlin never advanced more
than fifteen yards into Kenyon's territory.
The work of the team in this, its first
game, must necessarily encourage both
the men on the eleven, and the college as
a whole. Although the interference was
ragged, the play slow and variety of ta-
ctics small, the general strength of the
team, and their plucky, energetic play,
will make every Kenyon man proud of
them. They are further to be congrat-
ulated for the manner in which, time alter
time, our men broke through the line and
tackled the Oberlin backs before they had
well started. The tackling showed promise
of great strength, and if some men will
remember to always tackle low and hard,
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there can be no reason why we should not
be particularly strong in this important
department.
It is always to be remembered that we
are a college of only ninety men, and that
our opponent s always come from institut-
ions larger than our own. But this fact
must never be offered as an excuse, but
on the contrary it should plainly tell us
that a large part of our success must
depend on the applause and enthusiasm
of those ninety men. Every man who
can do so should, as his duty to his col-
lege, be on the field either as a candidate
for the 'varsity, or the second eleven,
every day in the week. Now that we
have an eleven of such promise, let every
man contribute his share towards its suc-
cess, for what we lack in number of can-
didates and available men can only be
compensated for by that true enthusiasm
which so encourages the team. In short,
may our " Kenyon spirit" increase.
THE NEWS.
(1 r, '97, is an accomplished terpsi- -
chorean artist.
II. II. Wolf, ex-'9(- 5, came back for a few
days at the opening of the term.
Barber, '9(5, has been elected assistant
business manager of The Collegian.
The church clock has just returned
from its vacation about two weeks ago.
'92. W. P. Carpenter and wife were on
the Hill for the first few days of the term.
Ex-'9- f. II. F. Williams came back for
a few days at the beginning of the term.
'57. Mr. J. M. Henderson, of Clevel-
and, paid his Alma Mater a visit re-
cently.
'92. Guy and Henry Buttolph have
gone into the insurance business in
The Glee and Mandolin Clubs have
found efficient leaders in Burnett, '96, and
Sanford, '94.
'94. E. Brooks Douthirt, who has been
compelled to leave college on account of
his eyes, is on the Hill.
'88. Rev. Geo. F. Dudley, of Washing-
ton, D. C, was visiting the boys in the
East Wing on the 28th.
Major Blackford, a graduate of Virginia
Military Institute, is the present Com-
mandant at the K. M. A.
"68. Chas. G. Wilson, of Toledo, was
the guest of the Kenyon Chapter of
Alpha Delta Phi, last week.
The Nu Pi Kappa Society has decided
to hold its meetings Friday night here-
after. Philo will probably do likewise.
'84. Mr. J. Ed. Good, of Akron, accom-
panied by Mr. Will Doyle, of Harvard
Law School, spent Sunday, September 1,
in Gambier.
The Lecture Course Committee for the
coming year will consist of A. L. M. Gott-schal- k,
'96, J. A. Sipher, '96, and Mr. Ed.
Barkdull, Bexley.
The Reveille Board has been elected as
follows: L. A. Sanford, Editor-in-Chief- ;
G. P. Atwater, A. J. Bell, and A. Dumper,
Associate Editors.
Prof. W. T. Colville and wife are visit-
ing Professor and Mrs. Benson. Prof.
Colville was formerly Professor of Modern
Languages in Kenyon.
Prof. Streibert's family will spend the
winter in New York. The Rev. Mr.
Denslow and family are now occupying
Prof. Streibert's house.
Mr. George Gauntlett, representing
Wright, Kay & Co., of Detroit, was in
town last week. Mr. Gauntlett had a
very fine display of fraternity jewelry.
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Karl Kunst and W. 0. Henderson have
recently entered '97. The class of '90 has
also a new member Sawyer, who played
full-bac- k on the Adelbert, foot-bal- l team
two years ago.
Mrs. L. G. Clarke has opened a new
boarding house on Brooklyn street. It
has assumed the name of "The Hillside."
Another boarding house is soon to be
opened on Broadway.
'78. Rev. II. I). Aves, of Houston'
Texas, paid Kenyon a Hying visit on the
22d of September. Mr. Aves and family
were in the North from the middle of
August to the last of September.
Philo has received a large book of
several hundred pages entitled "The
Briggs Heresy Case." It consists of the
documents relating to the case, compiled
by John J. McCook, the prosecutor in
the case.
'93. Of last year's graduates, Robt. J.
Watson and John D. Follett returned at
the opening of the term. We hope that
their desire to see the rush was not an
intense one. Ben Williams returned later,
and will coach the foot-bal- l team.
The hymn boards recently placed in the
chapel, and the bulletin boards in the
park, are great conveniences. Who can
look so far into the future as to name the
day when the college will be heated by
steam? Are these small improvements
forerunners of greater ones?
The Literary Programme at the last
meeting of the Philomathesian Society
was as follows : Essay, " Stonewall Jack-
son," Chas. Follett, '96; Declamation. W.
A. E. Thomas, '96 ; Debate, " Resolved
that the World's Fair be open next
summer" Affirmative, Hathaway, '96;
Atwater,'95. Negative, Byard,'97; Wright,
'96. The judges, Stanbery, "96; Wil
son, '96, and Martin, '96, decided in favor
of the negative. Thornberry, '9(5, wai
critic for the evening.
The Nn Pi Kappa officers for the term
are : President, C. V. San ford, 94; Vice-President- ,
Arthur Dumper, '95; Seere
tary, W. R, McKim, '94; Treasurer, .1. A.
Sipher, '96; Senator, F. R. Doolittle, '94;
Programme Committee, C. V. San ford,
'94, L. A. Sanford, '9r, and II. II. Ken
nedy, '96.
The result of the Philomathesian term
election is as follows: Asa R. Williams,
'95, President ; Dick Clippinger, '9f, Vice
President; C. C. Wright, '96, Secretary:
J. 0. F. Little, Treasurer; C. Follett, '!)(!.
Representative; George P. At water, 'il.i,
Alex. II. Commins, '94, and Earle Wilson,
'96, Literary Committee.
LIBRARY NEWS.
Another volume recently acquired is
Questions at Issue, by Edmond Gosse.
In the near future the Reading Knoiii
will be open Sunday afternoon for a lew
hours.
Three handsomely bound volumes of
the Illustrated London ATews have just
been received from Mrs. Bedell.
New and complete sets of the works of
Emerson, Holmes. Hawthorne and Lowell
have been recently placed on the shelves
of the Library.
The Rev. Mr. Denslow desires it to be
known that he expects to be in his ollict
every morning, where he will be glad In
meet any who wish to see him.
This year, Johns Hopkins, for the first
time in its history, conferred the deiiree
of Ph.D. upon a woman. Miss Florence
Bascom is the one thus honored.
Are Made by
ROEHM & SON,
Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.
For Sale by all Druggists
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UNQUESTIONABLY .
The Highest Grade of
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
And the Largest Assortment of
NOVELTIES
DETROIT, MICH.
College Flags, Pins, and Class Buttons.
UTomc
Dr. Ephraim Bateman, of Cedarville, N. J.,
says of
Horsford's Acid Phosphate.
"I have used it for several years, not only
in my practice, but in my own individual case,
and consider it under all circumstances one of
the best nerve tonics that we possess. For men-
tal exhaustion or overwork it gives renewed
strength and vigor to the entire system."
A most excellent mid agreeable
tonic and appetizer. It nourishes
and invigorates the tired brain and
body, imparts renewed energy and
vitality, and enlivens the functions.
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
KICIIMONI) STRAIGHT CUT
Xo. 1 CIGARETTES.
Cigarette Smokers who ure willing to pay a little more
than the price charged for the ordinary trade Cigarettes,
will find THIS BRAND superior to all others.
Richmond Straight Cut No. I Cigarettes
are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored, and
highest cost GOLD LEAF grown in Virginin. This is the
OLD AND ORIGINAL BRAND OF STRAIGHT CUT
Cigarettes, and was brought out by us in the year 1875.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS, and observe that the
firm nam is as BKl.ow is on every package.
The Allen-- & Ginteu Branch
ok The American Tobacco Co.,
M A N I" FACT I' UK Its,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
lH 1 he West C onli yi up. 3 IflTn-ste-
s Cinod. I si in lime
ClSiild bv Dni'-'irist- s. CI
- mil ill f I 1 jm '
HAVE
been
entirely
L"WJ CURED
of CONSUMPTION by the use of
Piso's Cure. The doctors said I
could not live until Fall. That was
one year ago. Now I am well and
hearty and able to do a hard day's
work. Mrs. Laura E. Patterson,
Newton, Iowa, June 20, 1892.
PISO'S FUHEDY for, cajawh
SUFFERED with CATARRHI for years, and tried all kinds of
medicines. None of them did me
any good. At last I was induced to
try Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. I
have used one package and am now
entirely cured. Philip Lancrey,
Fieldon, Illinois, June 22, 1892.
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Harcourt Place Seminary, Gambier, 0.
For young ladies and girls.
Founded in 1887 with the object of providing,
west of the Alleglienies, a school of the very
highest grade.
Location of great beauty and healthfulness.
Elegant buildings.
Teachers all college women, receiving much
larger salaries than usual in boarding schools.
Advantages of instruction unequaled, it is be-
lieved, at any church school in this country.
Special course of study for high school graduates
aud others who wish to supplement their previous
training by a year or two further study, with spe-
cial attention to manners and accomplishments.
A course of graduation planned on new lines,
which aims, by requiring no Latin and Greek,
aud no Mathematics except a thorough knowledge
of Arithmetic and elementary Book-keepin- g, to
allow time for an extensive study of English,
including Language, Literature, History, and Bi-
ography as related to Literature and History;
Classic Literature studied by means of the best
translations; Modern Languages taught by a na-
tive teacher, and best intsruction given in prac-
tical Science. This course meets a long-fel- t need,
aud it has received the enthusiastic approval of
all careful educators to whom it has been sub-
mitted as a long step toward the best education
of the average girl.
A college preparatory course, designed to give
as thorough preparation for college as can be liad
in this country.
Graduates admitted to Wellesly, Smith, and
other colleges without examination. Our gradu-
ates who nave entered college have beeu uni-
formly and remarkably successful.
Exceptional advantages in Piano and Vocal
Music, and in Art.
Careful attention to everything pertaining to
good healih, sound learning, and general culture.
For catalogues address the Principal,
MISS ADA I. AYER, B. A.
Kenyon Military Academy, Gambier, 0.
For young men and boys.
Sixty-nint- h year. Completely reorganized in
1885, with the object of providing, west of the
Alleghanies, a training school fully equal to the
best schools of the East.
Growth since reorganization remarkable, the
number of pupils having increased more than 400
per cent. Pupils during the past year from sixteen
States. Location of great beauty and healtliful-uess- .
Elegant buildings. Masters of all college
graduates and teachers of tried efficiency. Tlior
otigh preparation for college or business. Care-
ful supervision of health, habits, and manners
Bad boys carefully excluded. Particular atten-
tion paid to the training of young boys.
Conducted upon a strict Military system, but
unlike many of the military schools, decidedly
homelike.
Weekly receptions for recreation aud social
cultivation, occasions of great enjoyment and
profit to the cadets.
Large new gymnasium and drill hall.
For illustrated catalogue address the Rector.
LAWRENCE RUST, LL. D.
THE C. A. & C. RAILWAY.
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C. G. SCOTT & SON,
DEALERS IN
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
GROCERIES, HARDWARE
A Full Line of Tobaccos, Pipes, Cigars,
Cigarettes, Etc.
Give us a Call. GAMBIER, OHIO.
FRED. .A. CLOUGH.
I am prepared to show my large line of
DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,
JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE,
Pianos, Organs, and Sewing Machines.
1 -'-- - -
Will
Not
Bite ,.
or
Dry
-
I
th" L, ft!
--r.yl 1 .U. . - vLO.
THE HIGHEST
ART IX TAILORING
IS THE
CHARACTER of GARMENTS and FABRICS
FOR MEN'S WEAR
MADE
TO ORDER.
VALENTINE,
ARBITER in FASHION,
15 SOUTH HIGH STREET,
COLUMBUS, O.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
SURBRUC'S
GOLDEN SCEPTRE
IF YOU ARE A PIPE SMOKER
We want YOU to try GOLDEN SCEPTRE
alt the talk in the world will not convince as
quickly aa a trial that it is almost perfection.
We will send on receipt of 10c. a sample to
any address.
SURBRUG,
159 Kulton St., New York City.
Prices GOLDEN SCEPTRE : 1 lb., $1 20 ;
y, lb., 65c. : ;i lb., 35c. Postage : 1 lb., 20c. ;
14 lb., 10; 14 lb., 6c. Send for pamphletof our
goods giving list of dealers who handle them.
C. G. SCOTT & SON, General Agents, Gam bier, Ohio.
E. P. WEBSTER,
DEALER IN
Anthracite & Bituminous Coal
office at depot.
Leave Orders with C. G. Scott & Son, or P. H. Smith.
A. D. WELKER,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Office, Chase Avenue,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
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23est (Dysters anb ZHeals --f
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D'ARCEY'S RESTAURANT
SEPARATE PARLORS FOR LADIES.
Second Floor, Opposite post Office, MT. YERNON, 0.
Open Till 12 P. M. Sundays Till 10 P. M.
CROWEIL'S GALLERY,
MT. VERNON, O.
ine abiKts anb (Erayons
College Class Groups Made to Order.
Old I'ictures Copied and Kiilar ed.
A. li. SUM.: :- -: : :
Merchant Tailor and
Gents' Furnisher.
124 South Main St. East Side.
POWELL &, O'BRYAN'S
RESTAURANT
KNOWN AS THK
fiONITfl fillfllG PflKLOlS,
On East Vine Street,
Where Meals will be Served at All Hours for 25 Cents.
The best Balls, Bats, Mitts,
Gloves, Shoes and
Uniforms for Less than
Elsewhere.
Send for Catalogue.
LARW00D & DAY CO.,
CLEVELAND.
R. L. CASTEEL.aB
BARBER,
Two Doors South ok Post Office,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
THE NOBBY GENTS' FURNISHER.
The Latest Styles Always on Hand.
Main Street, MT. VERNON OHIO.
PiYSICflL EDUCATION
ARTICLES W GYMNASTICS. ATHLETICS. 5P0RT,&
HEALTH, KN ILLUSTRHTED7W.ttLY,0NED0LUR
SnnPLE FREE.-SPRINGFIELD.'-T'W- SS.
Commercial College TeKTJK
Cheapest & Best Business College in the World.
lllglicut ll.mur :.nrt GoM Mcdnl ver "11 "ilu r OHi-qe- , at
World l:.iiHiin, fr Swtiu of INtok-l.i't-plii- e auU4'tiernl Itu.iiii-Hr- t EdiM-ntlon- . 1 O (Ml Ori'duitU-- a In
Itiiainraa. IK T. m :berif tH.lo1. Ci;-- I nil ltutlne
tour-- c. i .i l'i.linit Tuition. Smm.mT' , r.; .. ll.'iip.t. t.foom (fth.
shfirl-llund- . Ty p'. Writing .V- - iYlrrrpl)y uptciultn u-- i
V uvutittn. Knier now. t ;raiii!H.H 1 uuniiiU't-- d Sucilik.
Niimra'r Kt'a.loii offers Inducement, id ulcrkK Ktudeiica.
A tcac li-r- , anil oilitTB. Ttiii city is beautiful and healthful. For
circular!, addreaa, Wilbur K. Hntlthj JLexInarton, Kj
ATTEND THIS BUSINESS COLLEGE DURING SUMMER.
There will be a Special Session of the
Commercial College of Kentucky Univer-
sity for Clerks, Merchants, Teachers, and
others during the summer. This College
is situated in the beautiful, healthy, and
society-renowne- d city of Lexington, Ky.,
and received the Highest Honor at World's
Exposition. Students can complete the
Business Course and receive the Kentucky
University Diploma during the summer.
For particulars see advertisement in an-
other column, or address its President,
Wilbur R. Smith, Lexington, Ky.
Teachers Co-Operat- ive Association 70-7- 2 DEARBORN ST.CHICAGO.
Established In 1 884--. Positions filled, 2300. Seeks Teachers who
are ambitious for advancement rather than those without positions.
PICNIC AND PLEASURE RESORTS ON THE CLEVELAND, AKRON & COLUMBUS RAILWAY.
tiF. popular line with Sunday Schools and other organizations going on pleasure excursions and picnics, and
one ottering the best inducements as regards rates, facilities, and attractive resorts along its line, is theOiheCleveland, Akron X: Columbus Railway. This line, as described by a celebrated writer, is beyond peradventure
the most picturesque line in the State of Ohio, and penetrates on its northern section some of the most rugged
and gorgeously beautiful country in the Middle Suites. It presents a panorama of never failing interest, charmi-
ng the eye with scenes of quiet rural beauty, verdant slopes, and sunny woodlands, containing within their bosoms a
wealth of natural wonders in sylvan lakes, glens, rocks, and waterfalls. In fact, a trip over the C, A. & C. is a picture
of supassing beauty. Chief among the points of interest on the line of the road are the world famed falls of the Cuya-
hoga, one of the greatest natural water powers of this country. For miles, skirted by the railroad, this mad torrent
rushes with restless fury through rocky gorges and darksome glens, hollowed out by time and its own ceaseless energy,
now (lowing swiftly through a deep but torturous bed, its course suddenly terminates in a precipitous fall, which it
leaps joyously, only to be lashed into foam and spray on the rocks below, emerging again from its steaming and seethi-
ng depth, only to again typify nature in her wildest mood.
Tin-- : Cavkkn and Glkns of the Cuyahoga are replcte-'it- h romantic legends and superstitions, and are in highfavor with tourists and excursionists, thousands of whom visit them in the season, to wander at will in cool retreats and
lure t lie gamy fish from their dark and rocky hiding places. The groge is 100 feet de?p and has been made accessible to
tourists. Another charming resort, six miles south of Hudson and two miles north of Cuyahoga Falls, is Silver Lake, a
beautiful sheet of water, nestling between heavily wooded shores. It is about two and one-ha- lf miles long by one in
width, and has a natural sandy beach for bathing purposes; perfect arrangements exist for campers and excursionists
in the way of boats, groves, bathing facilities, shelter, etc., besides no intoxicants are sold here.
Long Lakh I'ark is another highly improved summer resort within seven miles of the city of Akron. A large
amount of money has been expended by an incorporated company in adding to the comforts and conveniences of the
place, including a new and first-clas- s hotel, with accomodation for "200 guests at reasonable terms. Long Lake is a fine
sheet of water, teeming with fish, and is one of the best equipped summer resorts in the State. Six beautifully shaded
acres are controlled bv the companv, who also run two large steamers, capable of carrying 700 people A large number
of private cotiages are also rented, and besides the bathing, boating, fishing, and other amusements, a large toboggan
slide, 100 feet in length, has been added. Steamboats connect with railroads at Akron for this point.
Lake Anna, at liarherton, is another delightful resort on which many thousands of dollars have been expended.
The liarherton Inn, one of the most magnificent hotels in the State, will shortly he open for guests.
Kkink Haven, on the crest of the water shed, is very popular with the disciples of Isaac Walton, the streams
abounding with all of the varieties of the finny tribe.(lAMiiiint, the seat of Keuyon College, the natural beauty of which has tempted many aristocratic families into
making it their summer homes', is a lovelv and picturesque retreat, whose wooded hills are gently laved by the rippling
Kokosing Kiver. This is one of the coolest and most delightful spots in existence, made doubly attractive by the cult-
ure and refinement of the inhabitants.
Ki'xm uv, surrounded by thickly wooded groves, so famous in this State, is only twenty miles north of Columbus,
mid is a most popular Sun'dav School picnic grounds. It also has a pretty river, threading a deep and picturesque
Rorge, and furnishes manv delightful bits of landscape for the sketch or amateur photographer. A more romantic or
interesting spot could not be found, so claim the senl imental couples who roam the bills and vales, exploring remote
retrials or in search of the wild flowers, which are prolific in their growth here.
Kenyon Clege Qambivr Qhio.
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COLLEGE CHAPEL.
The village of Gambier is in the hilly country a little east of the centre of Ohio. The locution Is one uf great lHiim
and healthfulness, the college buildings are extensive and commodious. The student may select from a variety of
courses -- Classical, Philosophical. Scientific, etc. The library is large and well selected. Mini the reading room is upli
supplied with newspapers, maga;nes, and periodicals. The physical and chemical apparatus Is new and cumpleie.
the gymnasium is large aDd convenient, and the park and athletic grounds are unsurpassed in Ihe Stale. Tic new
chemical and physical laboratories are now ready for use.
COLLEGE
THEODORE STERLING, M. D I.L. D., President of Ken-yo- n
College, Bowler Professor of Natural Philosophy
and Chemistry.
REV. EDWARD C. BENSON, A. M Professor of the Latin
Language and Literature.
Rl'SSELL S. DE VOL, A. M., Peabody Professor of Mathe-
matics, Civil Engineering, and Astronomy.
LESLIE II. INGHAM, A. M Professor of the Greek Lan-
guage and Literature, and Assistant Professor of Phys-
ics and Chenjistry in charge of the Laboratory.
FACULTY
CHARLES F. BItUSlE, A. I!, Mcllvaine Professor of the
English Language and Literature, and Rhetoric.
W. N. GUTHRIE, A. M., Professor of Modern Langi.ascs.
W. F. PE1RCE, A. M ., Spencer and Wolf Professor of
Philosophy, Logic, History, and Economics.
GL'Y II. Bl'TTOLPIl. A. B.. Tutor in Latin and Greek.
W. II. FOLEY, A. B., Tutor in Modern Languages.
For catalogue and further Information address
Prof. LESLIE H INGHAM,
Secretary of the Faculty.
FACULTY OF THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
THEODORE STERLING. M. D.. LL. D., President of the
Faculty.
REV. HOSEA W. JONES. D. D., Dean of the Faculty, and
Eleutheros Cooke, Professor of Ecclesiastical History,
Church Polity, and Hcmiletics.
- REV. JACOB STREIBERT, A. M., Griswold Professor of
Old Testament Instruction.
REV. C. THEODORE SEIBT. S. T. D., Milnor and
Professor of Dogmatic Theology, and Acting Professor
of New Testament Instruction.
Address all correspondence to
Rev. HOSEA W. JONES,
Dean of Ihe Faculty.
